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Hospital thermostatic sink mixer, swivel spout, thermal shock - 75632

Benefits of the product

- Swivel and removable spout
- Dual flow knob
- Temperature knob locked at 38 °C and 41°C (Secured release only by technical
services)
- Flexible, resistant to thermal shocks
- Star shaped flow straightener: Limits the water spray, no water retention.

Description

Thermostatic single hole sink mixer, no drain, for hand wash basin, deck-mount.
Swivel and removable cast spout L 169mm. Height to nozzle224mm. Dual flow
control knob and a special heat shock knob locked at 38 °C and 41°C with a secure
release system for thermal shock without changing knob and accessible only by
technical services. ½ turn ceramic head for flow control and NF Thermostatic
cartridge for adjusting the temperature. Tapware fitted as standard star-shaped flow
straightener. Body, spout and knobs in polished chrome-plated brass. SPEX
stainless steel braided hoses, G'1/2 L 385mm Reinforced fixation by a stainless steel
rod. 3-year warranty for the thermostatic cartridge and 10-year warranty for the rest
of the fittings. Sanifirst brand single hole sink mixer, swivel, cast spout REF: 75632
or approved equivalent.
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Additional Information

Product reference 75632

Previous reference NC

Brand Sanifirst

Warranty 10 years against manufacturing defects / 3 years for the thermostatic cartridge

Special feature 1 Sink

Height to nozzle (mm) 224

Projection (mm) 169

Clip-on spout No

Drainage Without drainage

Flow straightener Star shaped flow straightener, M24 x 1

Lever Brass knobs

Connection SPEX hoses 350 mm - M10 X 1 - LN G'3 / 8

Flow rate

Minimum pressure 1 bar

Recommended pressure 3 bar - avoid pressure differences of more than 1 bar between the hot and cold water
supplies

Maximum pressure 5 bar

Cartridge Thermostatic

Head Tête céramique 1/2 tour

Thermal shock Yes


